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PART ONE

The Making of an Outsider
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1

THE MISFITS

First let’s recognize the outsider. We’re all born to a tribe, and
of a landscape. It’s inescapable. But we don’t all fit in. Some of

us – for reasons we’ll explore later – become alienated from the
others. We’re the misfits: rejecting or rejected by the colony. Over
time, we develop an outlook that emphasizes the disconnect we feel
with our peers. And, soon enough, we’re on the edge, looking in – or
just as often looking away.

There’s nothing inherently enabling about this situation, nomatter
what the viewof fashionable commentators. There are no advantages.
There’s no edge to being on the edge. In fact, over millennia it’s a
predicament costing misfits dear. Ostracism, bullying, assault – even
rape and murder – are the usual results; as is anxiety, loneliness,
depression and even suicide for those not a central part of the clan.
When the food runs out or the gods need pacifying, it’s the outsider
that’s sacrificed. Hence the anxiety.

Children and animals instinctively know this, and spend their lives
jockeying for position. They’re vying for centrality, and detest any
imposition that hinders the quest. As a child, I rejected school lifts
from my father because he drove a Rover 3800 – preferring instead
to trudge miles across muddy fields and spend the day with my flares
rimmed with the Essexmud that denotedmymembership of the clan.

Yet the terror of rejection follows us into adulthood. Even our
love of fashion is little more than tribal signalling that we’re in with
the in-crowd: central rather than peripheral. It says that we’re keen to
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follow our tribal leaders and be part of their ‘set’ (with flamboyant
clothes little more than a bid for leadership). Fortunes are made on
the assumption we’ll cough up to be on the right side of the velvet
rope – touching the nucleus. Nick Jones founded Soho House
in London on that very premise, with his East London outpost –
Shoreditch House – a constant reminder of my own inability to
integrate with this human core. To forever be the man at street level,
peering through frosted glass at a world out of reach.

Sowhere are the advantages?How can rejection and isolation offer
anyone an edge over their brethren? The truth is they cannot, at least
not on their own. Left to its own trajectory, being an outsider involves
frustration, anger, rage and – ultimately – surrender. It’s totally
disabling, especially when the disadvantages are hidden. Claim race,
gender, disability or sexuality as encumbrances to your advance, and
western society’s high-liberalism throws you the law’s protection and
the media’s adulation (though the barriers remain). Claim it’s some-
thing more personal – your position in the family hierarchy, say, or
your sensitivity compared to your peers, or even your poor education –
and you’re, quite literally, alone: condemned as pathetic andostracized
all the more.

Gaining an edge here is much harder, and lonelier, work.

The lost tribe

My claim’s certainly pathetic, though it starts with a very modern
phenomenon: dislocation. Like everyone, I came from a tribe. And
I’m of a landscape. Yet the two didn’t marry. We were townies
marooned in the countryside. Part of the post-war East London
Diaspora, my childhood outlook over a flat Essexmudscape tweaked
not the slightest curiosity about the land’s use or ownership. It’s what
writer and ‘psycho-geographer’ Iain Sinclair labels Empty Quarter
Essex – ‘a floating landscape . . . there to be seen from passing cars,
not to be experienced at first hand,’ he writes in London Orbital
(2002). ‘Essex is better remembered than known.’

The Outside Edge
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And I knew it in the 1970s – long before Essex Man became the
ambassadors for the ‘white trash with cash’ tribe that came to
dominate millennial tastes in the UK. Then, we were a lost tribe:
uprooted from our urban homelands and deposited on the arable
steppes beyond Abercrombie’s greenbelt.

The indigenous gentry – in their flat caps and Range Rovers –
viewed us disdainfully, though we’d return the contempt by vandal-
izing their tractors or damming their irrigation ditches. Yet we were
also despised by the genuinely-poor rural natives. The offspring
of farmhands and pea-pickers, they lived in shambolic enclaves
with overgrown gardens and barking Rottweilers. That said, their
untended plots were integral to the surrounding countryside – as
were they – while our presence in the raw, jagged, sapling-dappled
housing estates jarred.

Of course, colonists facing hostile natives should tighten as a
group. Yet I was an outsider even within my displaced ‘white flight’
colony. My peers – all tribal warriors in the making – were no more
like me than the kids we called ‘Garys’ from the ragged end of the
village. I wanted to integrate but couldn’t. Again, this was partly
geographic. My cul-de-sac was on a different side of the ‘village’
from the neat housing estates of my clan. They played happily
together – in and out of each other’s gardens and bedrooms (as
were their parents) – while I languished a million miles (in fact
around half-a-mile) from the action.

Evenwhen old enough to join them ‘after tea’ it meant interrupting
well-established group dynamics, which made hard work of integra-
tion. So I’d suggest the riskier pursuits. Those vandalism episodeswere
my idea, as were the ‘scrumping’ trips to commercial orchards, the
smoking parties in the churchyard, the cheeking of passing adults and
the winter evenings spent ‘garden-hopping’ (a fantastically exciting
sport involving stealthily traversing rows of back gardens).

Such exploits brought me to the attention of local authorities –
including the churchwardens and the old lady running the Post
Office. And, before long, I was the troublesome child being discussed
through pursed lips and sharp looks. Banned from their houses, the

The Misfits
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distance between me and my brethren soon became more than
geographic: it was sanctioned.

Divorced from our surroundings

Pathetic, indeed – especially for such feelings to last into middle age.
But that’s how it is for many outsiders. Tiny discomforts, denoting
small disconnections that build into a disorientating estrangement.
Certainly, bigger issues also count. Latent feelings of homosexuality,
for instance, or learning difficulties or even ‘genius’: all can foster
notions of being ‘other’. But they’re somehow legitimized – not least
because clans exist that can accommodate them. Meanwhile, the
narrow degrees of separation from clan life are viewed as invalid, a
response that only serves to exacerbate the unease – pushing us
further towards the edge and making us feel locked inside our own
circumstances.

Of course, many declare themselves outsiders, perhaps because it
suits their self-image of rugged individualism (as with Hemingway)
or creative non-conformity (as with Orwell). And we can hide our
discomfort with defiance – even arrogance. Yet, far from being an
enabling disposition (one giving us the advantages Gladwell et al
would have us believe), outsiders tend to exhibit troubling and often
highly-disabling attributes that both separate us from the group and,
over time, reinforce our exclusion.

Are you an outsider?

So are you an outsider? Chances are it’s a question requiring no
answer: most people know.Nonetheless, it’s worth pointing out what
sets us apart, even if it’s for cathartic – rather than identification –

purposes. And, please note, while there are positives to being an
outsider (hence the book), nothing in the traits below offers genuine,
disadvantaged, outsiders an edge. Quite the opposite.

The Outside Edge
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Sensitivity. Outsiders tend to be acutely aware of their surround-
ings, as well as others’ responses to their actions and words. And this
makes them less able to unquestioningly engage: to take it in their
stride. Such feelings start very young. Around 20 percent of toddlers
experience early-life social sensitivity, which means – according to
psychologist Daniel Goleman in his groundbreaking book Emo-
tional Intelligence (1996) – they interact less, cry more, perceive
threats more readily and are acutely shy with strangers.

Andwhile half this group develop social competence by childhood,
half remain ‘behaviourally inhibited’. They may talk less, dislike
domestic animals, refuse to eat new foods, and exhibit extreme
reticence and withdrawal when meeting new people or even irregular
contacts such as aunts and uncles. Even in adulthood, sensitive people
become the wallflowers. They detest social situations while becoming
‘morbidly afraid of having to give a speech or perform in public’, says
Goleman. So focused are they on their own sensitivity, they can also
become insensitive to others’ feelings.

And while some learn to overcome their timidity, others develop
social anxiety that lasts a lifetime: always feeling on the edge of the
group, socially anxious and alone in a crowd.

Cynicism. A chicken-and-egg propensity perhaps, but outsiders – by
definition –observe things differently.Wenotice alternative aspects of a
situation,usuallymorenegativeor troublingelements thatothers ignore
(perhaps deliberately). This can work in our favour – as we’ll explore
later. But clan life likes conformity. So anyone spotting what shouldn’t
be spotted (perhaps what others are trying to hide), and vocalizing it, is
likely to find themselves censured and potentially ostracized.

Of course, cynics may perceive and potentially exaggerate nega-
tivity. And that reinforces any nascent sense of distrust we feel
towards others. Yet there’s a wider concern with respect to distrust:
that we’re inwardly reacting to a sense of powerlessness. We look at
societal structures and hate them simply because they feel like foreign
impositions locking us out. And that makes us susceptible to con-
spiracy theories: to convictions that dark forces control our lives,
which is a viewpoint unlikely to encourage integration.

The Misfits
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Such an alternative view – seeing what others can’t/won’t – can
(if removed of its extremism) be recognized for its entrepreneurial or
creative potential (see Parts Two and Three). Yet that’s no given.
Usually, it’s more darkness than daylight: meaning we drift further
into the shadows until our negativity becomes a highly-disabling
personality trait (more on negativity in Part Four).

Distorted empathy. Even trickier to confess is the fact such a
distorted worldview can include empathizing with some of society’s
most unsavoury elements. Criminals, terrorists, even lone crazies
shooting-up schools or shopping malls: outsiders can understand the
mix of isolation, frustration and anger that can lead to such extreme
acts, even if they’re unlikely to execute the deed themselves.

For instance, I was living in America at the time of the 1999
Columbine High School massacre. Like everyone, I was shocked by
the bloody scenes unfolding live on our office TV. Yet on hearing
about Eric Harris’s and Dylan Klebold’s rage against ‘the jocks’ that
dominated the school I understood their anger. Sure, the crime itself
horrified me. But I ‘got it’ nonetheless.

Imposter syndrome. This may seem strange, given the above, but
many outsiders are eager to be insiders. We bang on doors desperate
to gain access to a group or club, membership of which –we assume –
will positively change our outlook. Once beyond the threshold,
however, we become quickly discomforted: a condition sometimes
known as ‘imposter syndrome’.

Psychologists Pauline Clance and Suzanne Imes discovered impos-
ter phenomenon (as they label it) after interviewing highly-qualified
women who complained, nonetheless, of feeling both out of their
depth and not welcome as members of a (usually professional) group-
ing. The definition has since been expanded to embrace anyone who,
having gained entrance on merit – no matter what the association –

feels that they don’t belong, perhapsdue to unconscious convictions of
unworthiness.

Interestingly, while the root cause may be due to feelings of
unworthiness, we can mask our fears by expressing contempt or by
emphasizing our lack of commonality with others in the group.

The Outside Edge
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Certainly, boycotting the club – before it can reject us – is a classic
outsider disposition, and certainly reflects my attitude to all those
trendy London membership clubs.

Anger. Outsiders are often angry. Frustrated, an embittering sense
of injustice can boil away inside us: meaning we rail against enemies
seen and unseen, real or imagined. And the fact outsiders can go to
the other extreme – being the detached, silent guy at the back of the
room, saying nothing – doesn’t disprove the point. It simply suggests
some can suppress their inner turmoil while others openly rage
against the machine.

Misunderstanding/feeling misunderstood. As we’ll see, family pain
is a major factor for outsiders. And family angst can come down to
feelingmisunderstood,which is often – thoughnot always – the role of
younger siblings. Most likely, outsiders are the younger ‘laterborns’
(see Chapter 3). Many grow up in an atmosphere of confusion –with
conversations going on around them they only vaguely understand.
Games are played and activities undertaken at the level of the older
siblings, leaving the youngest confused and isolated.

In the maelstrom of family life, this can go unnoticed, meaning
that our misunderstanding can result in feelings of being misunder-
stood. Such feelings can become ingrained, especially if younger
siblings (as I was) are those born late in the academic year (yes, me
again) and attend schools where class sizes result in scant individual
attention (yessiree). Certainly, our family angst can be exacerbated,
rather than alleviated, by what happens once within the school gates.

Of course, falling behind educationally is a quick way to develop
an alternative perspective, which can also lead to behavioural issues
that, ultimately, further separate us from the pack. Mind you, the
same can be said for those too far ahead of their peers.

Dislike of authority. Outsiders are ‘rebels without a cause’. We
rail against any imposition of authority almost instinctively. Indeed,
while outsiders can reveal inconsistent traits – we’re true individuals
after all – this one is something of a must. Authority gets up our nose.

As stated, I used to cheek the adults in the village, simply because
they were adults. I disliked the teachers for the same reason, though

The Misfits
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this was mixed with convictions of being misunderstood. And I was
even rebuked by the local policeman for being ‘snotty’ towards him.
My contemporaries would stand back amazed as I answered back
anyone trying to establish authority over me simply because they
were older, or wore a uniform, or happened to own the land we were
traversing.

Belief inconsistencies. Outsiders are lost souls, with no firm
religious beliefs or guiding ideology to stabilize us, despite periodi-
cally making such a mental investment. As a result, we can become
social and political butterflies: unable to consistently adopt any firm
set of values or ideals. The beliefs we do fleetingly adopt, however,
can be strongly held – perhaps due to an inner relief at having found a
philosophical refuge from our mental chaos. Of course, cynicism
soon sets in . . .

Yet this doesn’t render us unprincipled. Outsiders can be highly
moral people, despite – at times – indulging in immoral acts.
Certainly, we have a moral compass that is well set and consistently
pursued. That said, it has individualistic qualities that excuse per-
sonally-immoral behaviour such as drug-taking, sexual deviancy and
even theft (especially when young).

Romanticism. As Holden Caulfield demonstrates, far from being
contradictory, romanticism and cynicism can be a toxic mix for
outsiders. It’s almost indulgent – a hormonal wallowing in existential
angst expressed through song or poetry, art or literature. Poetry
suited best my tragic disposition, as well as my limited musical or
artistic education. The same countenance that had me dolefully
searching East End streets for sorrow had me drifting between
‘greasy spoon’ cafés: spending hours trying to note downmeaningful
rhyming couplets, though mostly just staring out the window pon-
dering the sheer misery of it all.

Of course, such romanticism has a strong upside. We’re both
more creative andmore adventurous (traits we’ll explore in the pages
ahead). The more remote something seems from the forces ‘control-
ling’ our lives, the more glamorous and alluring it appears, especially
if there’s an element of danger involved or an implicit rejection of

The Outside Edge
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‘normal’ values. After all, both Hemingway and Orwell became
embroiled in the Spanish Civil War – attracted, I suspect, as much by
the war’s romantic excitement as by the laudable fight against
fascism.

Voyeurism and fantasy. Unfortunately, this feeling of being there
but not being present – of watching rather than participating – can
damage our sense of intimacy. For whatever reason, our ability to
form mutual loving relationships can be impaired, which – in the
digital age – can lead male outsiders (in particular) towards porn or
gaming addiction, and both men and women towards fantasizing.

Porn suits the outsider’s sense of voyeuristic ‘otherness’. We’re
‘rubber neckers’, fascinated by visually-shocking scenes such as acci-
dents, crime and violence. But our voyeurism also taps into an ability
to fantasize that’s often misunderstood. Far from day-dreaming,
outsiders are capable of mentally-occupying a parallel universe.

The 1963 film Billy Liar (based on a novel by Keith Waterhouse)
reveals the inventive intensity of the fantasizing outsider. Billy Fisher
(Tom Courtenay) lives his life within his own mental adventures, to
the point that – challenged by one of his girlfriends Liz (Julie Christie)
to run away to London – he claims to have escaped small-town
Yorkshire long ago, for a world of his own making.

Could it be that the very ‘otherness’ that makes us outsiders also
equips us with the creativity to, at least inwardly, escape (more on
creativity in Part Three)?

Neurosis. There’s no getting away from it, many outsiders are
likely to be at least mildly neurotic. While able to function normally
and appear well-adjusted enough for everyday life, we can exhibit a
series of neurotic disorders including anxiety, sadness, depression,
irritability and mental confusion.

According to American psychologist and leading personality-
theorist C. George Boeree, the behavioural symptoms of the neurotic
include ‘phobic avoidance, vigilance, impulsive and compulsive acts,
lethargy. . . . cognitive problems such as unpleasant or disturbing
thoughts, repetition of thoughts and obsession, habitual fantasizing,
negativity and cynicism’.

The Misfits
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Many outsiders can tick off that list, for sure, though we must
remember we’re likely to occupy the less extreme ends of any
neurosis spectrum.

Intolerance. And all the above can make the outsider someone
intolerant of others’ shortcomings, a list that can even include their
seeming perfection. Our sensitivity can result in irritation and
impatience – with noise, smells and visual distractions all capable
of bothering us to an extent that amazes ‘normal’ people. Mean-
while, our distorted empathy makes others’ successes hard to bear.

Perfectionism can follow: an intolerance of ourselves after setting
perhaps unrealistic goals. And that can result in procrastination.
Fearing the consequences of failure, we find excuses to delay execu-
tion, ormake tiny amendments to a design or draft that prevents bold
leaps forward. That said, procrastination can be equally the result of
disliking outside pressure – with us digging in our heels against any
imposition. As partners (in both love and work) we’re impossible –
difficult to manage and quick to criticize but also prone to taking
offence at others’ (perhaps perceived) criticisms of us.

Are we more intelligent, or less?

As stated, there’s no edge offered in any of the above. Yet perfection-
ism and intolerance throw up an important question for outsiders: are
we more intelligent than our peers, or less? Of course, it can be both.
Certainly, we can perceive theworld differently –maybewith a deeper
level of insight. And we can excel in certain subjects, although this is
usually more the result of nurturing than born ‘genius’. Yet, equally,
our feelings of ‘otherness’ can be due to falling behind. Formal
education can be a struggle – for whatever reason – meaning we
develop alternative routes for winning attention, or maybe seek our
own stimulation well away from any formalized setting.

Either way, estrangement from our peers becomes ingrained –

reinforced by both our reactions and their reactions to our actions.
At some point in this self-confirming cycle our distance from the

The Outside Edge
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group becomes apparent. And it’s then just a question of learning to
accept our identity as an outsider.

The Outsiders’ Checklist: Are you an outsider? Well here’s a
(by no means comprehensive) checklist, though remember that
outsiders are true individuals:

• Sensitivity
• Poor social competence
• Cynicism and negativity
• Distorted empathy (rooting for the bad guy)
• Imposter beliefs
• Anger and reactivity
• Detachment (sometimes masked by acting ‘cool’)
• Feeling misunderstood
• Misunderstanding (especially social) situations
• Dislike of authority
• Belief inconsistencies
• Romanticism
• Voyeurism
• Impaired intimacy
• Fantasy and other-worldliness
• Neurosis (including anxiety and depression)
• Intolerance and irritability
• Perfectionism
• Procrastination.

The Misfits
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